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the heavy metal movie is actually pretty entertaining for what it provides: a loose anthology of hard-rock stories across several animation styles, which joyfully embraces its restricted adult rating. the movie was a hit overseas, with the french publisher société des chiens dégâts
associés running it as a three-part mini-series that was extremely well received. its home version is an impressive archive of production artwork and a presentation of the film's feature-length rough cut (along with expert commentary by carl macek) that offers deeper appreciation
for the sheer scale of this international production. topping it off is a 1999 documentary featuring interviews with many of the artists and technicians who created the movie. while even they acknowledge that heavy metal makes hardly any sense, they convincingly argue for the
film's uniqueness, and the pleasure that comes from having participated in the creation of a groundbreaking and phenomenally successful animated feature. --jeff shannon it's tempting to call heavy metal a cult classic, but that would be stretching the label - few saw the movie

upon release, and the only fans that remain are those who follow the inextinguishable magazine that inspired the movie. heavy metal is actually pretty entertaining for what it provides: a loose anthology of hard-rock stories across several animation styles, which joyfully embraces
its restricted adult rating. besides adult-orientated shows on the cartoon networks adult swim,heavy metal inspired productions like love, death, and robots from admitted fan david fincher, and deadpool from director tim miller. south park, clerks, and comedian will ferrell have

also paid tribute to the movie, and its assumed that multimillionaire elon musk's launch of mannequin driving a tesla into space was certainly inspired by the movie.
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